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Abstract: Colloidal photonic crystal (PC)‐based anti‐counterfeiting materials have been widely
studied due to their inimitable structural colors and tunable photonic band gaps (PBGs) as well as
their convenient identification methods. In this review, we summarize recent developments of
colloidal PCs in the field of anti‐counterfeiting from aspects of security strategies, design, and
fabrication principles, and identification means. Firstly, an overview of the strategies for
constructing PC anti‐counterfeiting materials composed of variable color PC patterns, invisible PC
prints, and several other PC anti‐counterfeiting materials is presented. Then, the synthesis
methods, working principles, security level, and specific identification means of these three types
of PC materials are discussed in detail. Finally, the summary of strengths and challenges, as well as
development prospects in the attractive research field, are presented.
Keywords: colloidal photonic crystals; tunable photonic band gaps; anti‐counterfeiting

1. Introduction
Photonic crystals (PCs) are a kind of artificial microstructure composed of periodic
arrangements of materials with different dielectric constants [1–3]. Due to the periodic modulation
of the dielectric constant, PCs exhibit photonic band gaps (PBGs) that can exclude the propagation of
photons with a specific frequency range in a lattice [1,4,5]. When the energy of visible light is located
in the PBG, the PCs show bright and iridescent reflected colors, which are well‐known structural
colors [6]. Based on their unique photonic band‐gap properties and tunable structural colors, PCs
have shown great application potential in developing optical waveguides, lasers, optical fibers
[7–12], displays [13–16], sensors [17–19], and anti‐counterfeiting materials [20–23]. When PCs are
used as anti‐counterfeiting materials, their stable and iridescent structural colors cannot be imitated
by pigments or dyes [23]. Moreover, their distinctive reflection spectra are also useful for
anti‐counterfeiting [21,24,25]. Therefore, anti‐counterfeiting materials based on PCs have attracted
extensive attention in recent years.
In the past three decades, PCs have been prepared using various methods, such as mechanical
drilling [26], layer‐by‐layer stacking technique [27], photolithography [28], and reactive ion beam
etching [29]. The PCs prepared by these micro‐fabricated approaches have precise structures but
complex and time‐consuming preparation processes. In addition, it is difficult to realize the band
gap located in a visible light band for three‐dimensional PCs fabricated by these methods [4].
Therefore, an alternative approach to overcome these limitations has been studied, which is to
self‐assemble colloidal nanoparticles into order colloidal PC structures. Common self‐assembly
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methods include sedimentation [30], spray coating [31,32], spin‐coating [33], electrodeposition [34],
centrifugation [35], vertical deposition [36], and inkjet printing [6,16,37]. Compared to the
micro‐fabricated approach, the self‐assembly approach is always simple and inexpensive [29].
Moreover, through careful selection of assembly methods and conditions, the colloidal PCs with
different dimensions (1D, 2D, 3D) and geometry shapes (film, dots, lines, sphere, stars) can be easily
realized [4,38]. These colloidal PCs show bright structural colors due to band gaps in the visible
region [4]. Moreover, the structural colors and band gaps of colloidal crystals can be tuned by
external stimuli, such as vapor [39,40], temperature [41], and electrical [42] and magnetic fields
[23,43], which can be distinguished by the naked eye or spectrometers. These advantages of colloidal
PC, such as sample preparation technology, easily tunable optical property, and flexible geometry
structure, make it a more ideal candidate for anti‐counterfeiting materials compared with
micro‐fabricated PC.
In this review, recent advances in colloidal PC materials for anti‐counterfeiting purposes will be
discussed from the aspects of security strategies, design and fabrication principles, and identification
means. Firstly, we divide anti‐counterfeiting colloidal PC materials into three categories: variable
colored PC patterns, invisible PC prints, and a few other PC security materials, and discuss general
strategies for creating these materials. Then, the synthesis methods, working principles, security
level and specific identification means of these three kinds of colloidal PC materials are discussed in
detail, respectively. Finally, a summary of anti‐counterfeiting colloidal PC materials in terms of their
opportunities and challenges is presented.
2. Strategies to Construct Anti‐Counterfeiting Colloidal PC (ACPC) Materials
Most colloidal PCs can be used as anti‐counterfeiting materials because of their tunable
structural colors; however, a few are based on their other properties, such as fluorescence
enhancement properties. According to this, we can divide colloidal PCs into two types: ACPC
materials based on tunable structural colors and ACPC materials based on other properties. The
strategies to construct the two types of ACPC materials are outlined below.
2.1. ACPC Materials Based on Tunable Structural Colors
ACPC materials based on tunable structural colors can be further classified into two types,
visible ACPC patterns and invisible ACPC patterns, according to security strategies. A brief
introduction to the strategies for constructing visible ACPC patterns and invisible ACPC patterns is
presented in the following.
2.1.1. Principles for Constructing Visible ACPC Patterns
Visible colloidal PC patterns can be used for anti‐counterfeiting purposes because their
structural colors can be tuned. Therefore, it is necessary to briefly introduce the physical principles
of the formation of structural colors in colloidal PCs.
Colloidal PCs are the spatially periodic structures assembled from colloidal nanoparticles,
which can be divided into one‐, two‐ or three‐dimensional (1D, 2D, 3D) colloidal PCs according to
their periodicity. The structural colors are originated from the diffraction of visible light from
periodic microstructures. The diffraction properties can be described by Bragg’s law. For example,
1D PCs, namely Bragg stacks or Bragg reflectors, obey Bragg–Snell’s law and can be described by
Equation (1) when incident light is perpendicular to the sample surface [44], where m is the order of
diffraction, nl and nh represent the refractive indices of the low‐ and high‐refractive‐index
components in the PC system, respectively, and dl and dh are the optical thicknesses of two
components, respectively [4]:

m  2(nd
l l  nhdh )

(1)

The magnetically responsive PCs with chain‐like structures are typical 1D colloidal PCs, and
monolayer colloidal PCs are two‐dimensional (2D) colloidal PCs [45]. The 3D colloidal PCs have
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opal structures and show bright structural colors due to diffraction of the 3D lattice [46]. The
diffraction wavelength can be determined by Bragg–Snell’s law (Equation (2)), where m is the
diffraction order, λ is the diffraction wavelength, neff is the effective refractive index of the system, θ
is the incident angle, and d is the interplanar spacing [4]:

m  2neff d cos
m 

8
3

(2)
1

D(neff2  sin 2  ) 2

neff  (n2pVp  nm2 (1 Vp ))1/2

(3)
(4)

Since the colloidal particles usually self‐assemble into (111) planes of face‐centered cubic (FCC)
lattices in the direction parallel to the sample surface, the diffraction wavelength can be also
calculated using distance D between the center of the nearest spheres in (111) planes [46]. Thus, the
Bragg law can be expressed by Equation (3) [47]. The effective refractive index neff can be expressed
as Equation (4), where np and nm denote the refractive indices of particles and another medium,
respectively, and Vp is the volume fraction of nanoparticles.
These equations provide guidance for the design of visible ACPC materials. In general, the
changes in parameters of the equations that lead to the change in structural colors can be employed
for constructing the visible ACPC materials, which can be summarized as follows:
1. Changing the colloidal PC plane spacing is a good strategy for designing visible ACPC
materials. Generally, when colloidal PCs are embedded into the polymers or the polymers with
3D inverse opal structures are formed, the expansion of the polymer under external stimulus
will lead to the increase of distance between the nearest nanoparticles or pores, thereby
changing their structural color. This color change is apparent to the naked eye and very useful
for anti‐counterfeiting.
2. The change of the effective refractive index will lead to the change in the structural color. The
absorption of new substances and the temperature‐induced phase transition are two methods
for changing the refractive index [4], where the former has been used to design visible ACPC
materials. When the visible ACPC materials are composed of mesoporous nanoparticles, the
hierarchical porous structure of particles is conducive to the absorption of gas molecules,
thereby resulting in the change in the refractive index.
3. Changing the incident angle can also cause a change in structural color. The majority of visible
colloidal PC patterns utilized in the anti‐counterfeit field are based on their angle‐dependent
structural colors. When the incident angle changes, the abundant color state transition of the
patterns can be observed by the naked eye, which makes them high‐level security materials.
4. The transformation from disordered states to ordered states can also tune the structural color
and can be applied in the field of anti‐counterfeiting. A typical example here is magnetically
responsive colloidal PC anti‐counterfeit materials. In the absence of a magnetic field, the
disordered superparamagnetic nanoparticles dispersed in solution show inherent chemical
colors originating from light absorption, while these colloidal PCs exhibit bright structural
colors under a magnetic field due to the ordered self‐assembly of particles.
The above is a summary of the principles for constructing visible ACPC patterns. In the
following section, preparation methods and working principles of different visible ACPC patterns
designed using these four strategies will be discussed in detail.
2.1.2. Strategies to Create Invisible ACPC Patterns
Invisible photonic patterns are also known as invisible photonic prints. The patterns are
invisible under normal circumstances and can only be displayed by applying corresponding an
external stimulus [48], which makes them very useful for anti‐counterfeiting. The key to
constructing an invisible photonic print is to create the “pattern” and “background” with the same
color and reflected wavelength (Δλ0 = 0) at a normal state, but a different color and reflected
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wavelength (Δλ ≠ 0) under the corresponding external stimulus [48–50]. In other words, the pattern
and background must have very similar structures but different abilities to respond to the external
stimulus, such as an electric field [14], magnetic field [50], deformation [48,51], or chemical stimuli
[49,52]. According to this, many strategies to prepare invisible photonic prints have been proposed,
which can be classified into four categories:
1. Selective immobilization is the most widely used method to prepare invisible prints that can be
shown by a magnetic field or applied stress. For the invisible print displayed in a magnetic
field, in the initial state, the superparamagnetic particles are randomly dispersed into a
photocurable polymer to form a stable colloidal suspension, which displays a uniform brown
color derived from the selective absorption of light by particles. By using selective ultraviolet
(UV) irradiation of the suspension through a hollow patterned mask, the superparamagnetic
particles are fixed into the polymer matrix in the irradiated region (background region), while
the particles can move freely in the non‐irradiated region (pattern region). When the external
magnetic field is absent, both pattern and background regions show uniform brown colors,
thereby hiding the pattern. After applying the external magnetic field, the background region
maintains the brown color because of the fixation of superparamagnetic particles, while the
pattern region shows a bright structural color because of the self‐assembly of
superparamagnetic particles. The color contrast makes the pattern visible. In addition to UV
curing, selective drying of the solvent in the magnetically responsive PC can be also considered
as another selective immobilization method, which is because the particles are fixed after the
solvent is completely removed. The reason for hiding and displaying patterns is similar to the
former pattern fabricated by selective UV irradiation. As for invisible prints shown by
deformation, only the pattern region is cross‐linked due to the selective UV exposure. The
cross‐linked region and non‐cross‐linked region have similar color and different elasticity
under the normal state, which makes different changes in lattice constants when applying the
external force, thereby further leading to the color contrast between the pattern and
background, and the appearance of the pattern.
2. Selective modification is a simple and straightforward way of obtaining the pattern and
background with different properties. Selective hydrophobic and hydrophilic modifications are
common selective modification methods. The former approach is usually applied to the system
in which colloidal PCs are embedded in hydrophilic polymers, where only the background
region is modified by hydrophobic treatment. Thereby, the patterns on the prints are invisible
in a dry state due to the similar structure and same color between pattern and background,
while they can be shown by soaking in water, because the different water‐absorbing swelling
behaviors of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions result in a different lattice expansion and
a large color contrast between them.
3. Using nanoparticles of the same intrinsic color but different sizes to prepare invisible prints is
also a good method, especially for an invisible print shown under a magnetic field. The pattern
is invisible at a normal state because of the uniform inherent color of the superparamagnetic
particles. The pattern can be revealed under a magnetic field because self‐assembly of
superparamagnetic particles with different sizes leads to the structural color contrast between
pattern and background.
4. In some cases, the patterned substrate will disturb the self‐assembly of colloidal particles.
Therefore, the introduction of the patterned substrate into the PC system can enable the
formation of an invisible print. For example, the invisible print based on electrically responsive
PCs has been successfully prepared in this way, where the substrate electrode was patterned by
covering with an insulating polymer film. The pattern is invisible under normal circumstances
due to the uniform color originating from the suspension of charged composite microspheres.
The pattern can be displayed under the electric field because the pattern displays the original
color derived from a random arrangement of charged microspheres, while the background
showed the structural color.
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In the following section, the working mechanisms, tuning methods and relative merits of
invisible ACPC patterns created by these methods will be discussed in detail.
2.2. ACPC Materials Based on Their Other Properties
Almost all PC materials used for anti‐counterfeiting are based on their tunable structural colors
that originate from Bragg diffraction. In addition to the tunable structural colors, other important
optical properties of PCs are also useful in the security field, including unique reflectivity properties
and fluorescence enhancement effects. Based on these two properties, Song and co‐workers
designed a novel ACPC material composed of PC dots with three shapes, which were obtained by
printing colloidal particles onto poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrates with different rheology
states via an ink‐jet printing method [53]. Due to the large optical differences in reflectivity property,
and fluorescence enhancement of the three differently shaped PC dots, the ACPC material can show
different images according to different optical conditions.
Tunable structural color generally means that the diffraction wavelength or PBG can be tuned
by lattice parameters. In addition to tunable color, tunable diffraction intensity is also very useful for
anti‐counterfeiting. For example, Nam et al. [54] reported a monolayered PC anti‐counterfeiting
pattern fabricated by an inkjet‐printing method, where the PC consisted of silica particles with a
refractive index of 1.45 and voids with a refractive index of 1.0. The PC pattern showed an extremely
weak structural color because the inkjet‐printed colloidal PC possessed a short‐range ordered
structure and the monolayered structure further reduced the diffraction intensity of the PC [37]. This
pattern was barely visible on a white background in daylight, while it became obvious by applying
an external light source or changing the background. This is because the enhancement of diffraction
color can be achieved by absorbing stray light through a black background or increasing the
intensity of incident light.
Based on a similar security strategy, Shang et al. [55] further fabricated an anti‐counterfeiting
PC film by firstly constructing the magnetically responsive PC pattern and then fixing the PC
pattern under a magnetic field, where the pattern was prepared by selective photo‐polymerization
of a photocurable colloidal suspension containing Fe3O4@C nanoparticles and a photocurable resin
through a patterned mask. In the non‐patterned region that was not protected by a mask, the
monomer cross‐links to form a polymer network and Fe3O4@C particles were steadily fixed into the
network with a random arrangement, so that the non‐patterned region lost its responsive ability to
external magnetic fields and showed a constant brown color. In contrast, the suspension containing
Fe3O4@C particles in the patterned region protected by a mask showed the structural color when a
magnetic field was applied. Due to strong light scattering in the PC pattern, the pattern showed a
very weak color and low diffraction intensity. The small color contrast between the patterned and
non‐patterned region makes it invisible when it was placed on a white background, while it was
visible on a black background, because the black background can reduce array scattering and
increase the signal‐to‐noise ratio [54].
These ACPC materials can easily realize the transition from invisible to visible state by
changing light conditions or backgrounds without changing the intrinsic structure, which endows
them with good durability and good usability.
3. Visible Colloidal PC Patterns for Anti‐Counterfeiting
A visible colloidal PC anti‐counterfeiting pattern is one that can alter the structural color when
the incident angles or viewing angles change or external stimuli are applied, and remains in a visible
state even in the absence of stimulations. The structural color can be tuned by angles that originate
from the inherent PBG property of the PC, while tuning by the external stimulus is due to the
introduction of a responsive PC. Common external stimuli include the magnetic field, temperature
field, and chemical stimulus, which lead to changes of lattice parameters in the PC structure, such as
the angle of incidence, the lattice constant, refractive index, and order of the photonic structure,
thereby changing the structural color of the PC pattern. The color state transition can be easily
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observed by the naked eye, which means it has great application potential in the field of
anti‐counterfeiting.
3.1. Visible Single‐Colored PC Patterns Based on Their Angle‐Dependent Structural Colors for
Anti‐Counterfeiting
Most visible PC patterns utilized in the security field are based on their angle‐dependent
structural colors. Since the typical example was reported by Yang’s group [20], a lot of PC security
patterns have been developed, which have the same security strategy but different structures.
Typical PC structures include non‐close‐packed and close‐packed FCC structures and inverse opal
(I‐opal) structures. For example, Yang’s group reported a security material that was composed of a
SiO2 colloidal PC with a non‐close‐packed FCC structure embedded into a photocurable ethoxylated
trimethylolpropane triacrylate (ETPTA) matrix. The PC film can be easily patterned by using
conventional photolithography techniques. The patterned PC film showed a very bright structural
color and had four‐color states transition when viewing angles changed between 0° and 55° (Figure
1a), which can be attributed to the low refractive index contrast between silica (n = 1.45) and ETPTA
(n = 1.4689) [20].
The colloidal PC with close‐packed FCC structure can be further divided into two types. One is
only composed of colloidal nanoparticles with the closest packing. The typical example is an
inkjet‐printed colloidal PC, where colloidal nanoparticles are printed onto substrates and can
arrange into highly ordered FCC arrays under the evaporation‐driven self‐assembly process. For
example, Nam et al. [54] reported an ACPC pattern which was prepared via inkjet‐printing method,
which consisted of mono‐layered closest‐packed nanoparticles. The PC pattern can change its color
as the viewing angle changes (Figure 1b). Wu and co‐workers also reported an inkjet‐printed PC
pattern composed of CdS particles that also had a close‐packed structure [37]. The PC pattern
showed a bright structural color when the viewing angle was relatively close to the incident angle,
which was due to a relatively large refractive index contrast between CdS particles (n = 2.5) and the
air voids (n = 1). Moreover, the structural color can change at different viewing angles, which is
useful for security purposes. It is also should be noted that PC patterns can display a uniform yellow
color resulting from the inherent color of the CdS microspheres when the viewing angle is away
from the incident angle. Therefore, the pattern can realize the conversion from visible to invisible
states under varied viewing angles by using monodispersed CdS nanoparticles with different sizes
to construct the pattern and background, respectively, which further improves the security level of
this pattern.
The other type is a composite PC material formed by filling a polymer into the interstitial space
of the FCC close‐packed structure. Wu’s group reported an ACPC material in which the uniform
polystyrene (PS) particles self‐assembled into a close‐packed FCC lattice embed into the PDMS
polymer matrix [56]. The anti‐counterfeiting PC pattern fabricated by a spraying method showed
different structural colors at different angles (Figure 1c). It is also worth mentioning that
sandwiching an anti‐counterfeiting pattern between two layers of PDMS can ensure its durability.
I‐opal structure is also a common 3D PC structure formed by first permeating the polymers or
gels into the interstitial space of an opal structure to form the composite PC structure and then
removing the opal template via chemical methods. The I‐opal structure always possesses low
mechanical strength, thereby affecting its durability in the anti‐forgery field. However, recently,
Meng and coworkers reported a robust anti‐counterfeiting patterned polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
film with I‐opal structure, where the good durability of the pattern was due to intrinsically excellent
mechanical properties of PVDF resin [22]. The patterned film obtained by the pressing method had a
typical well‐ordered I‐opal structure, thereby producing the structural color with strong
angle‐dependency. Thus, six distinct color states transition of patterned PVDF film can be observed
when viewing angles changed (Figure 1d), which makes it a good security material.
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Figure 1. Colloidal photonic crystal (PC) patterns with different structures based on their
angular‐dependent structural colors for anti‐counterfeiting. (a) Anti‐counterfeiting colloidal PC
(ACPC) patterns with non‐close‐packed FCC structure. Reused with permission from Reference [20],
Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. (b) ACPC patterns composed of mono‐layered
closest‐packed nanoparticles. Reused with permission from Reference [54], Copyright 2016, Springer
Nature. (c) ACPC patterns with close‐packed FCC structures. Reused with permission from
Reference [56], Copyright 2018, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) ACPC patterns with inverse opal
structures. Reused with permission from Reference [22], Copyright 2018, Wiley‐VCH.

3.2. Visible ACPC Patterns Based on Magnetically Responsive PCs
3.2.1. Visible Magnetically Responsive PC Security Patterns Based on the Transition from Disorder
to Order
Magnetically responsive PCs have been prepared by self‐assembly of uniform colloidal
superparamagnetic nanoparticles, where the nanoparticles are composed of tiny magnetite (Fe3O4)
nanocrystals with an average size less than 10 nm [57]. The structures of magnetic‐responsive PCs
include 1D chain‐like structures, 2D sheets, and 3D crystal structures, where the dimensionality of
the ordered structure mainly depends on the nanoparticle concentration [58]. Magnetically
responsive structures have attracted much attention in the field of anti‐counterfeiting in recent years
because they can achieve an instantaneous transition between assembled and disassembled states
when applying or removing an external magnetic field, where the assembled and disassembled
states respectively show a bright structural color and a brown color. The color contrast can be easily
observed by the naked eye.
Hu et al. [23] developed a simple and cost‐effective method to fabricate PC security materials
based on magnetically induced self‐assembly of superparamagnetic nanoparticle technology. They
were patterned by firstly making letter‐shaped cavities and then infiltrating the suspension
containing magnetic particles into the cavities (Figure 2a). In these letter patterns, some contained
carbon‐capped superparamagnetic nanoparticles (Fe3O4@C) with uniform size, while others
contained nanoparticles with two different sizes. All letters showed uniform pale brown colors in
the absence of the magnetic field, while patterns showed bright structural colors under the magnetic
field because of the formation of 1D chain‐like PC structures parallel to the direction of the magnetic
field (Figure 2b, c). It should be noted that the PCs containing the nanoparticles with two different
sizes had double PBG heterostructures and displayed uniform structural colors (Figure 2b) due to
the additive effect of monochrome. This large color contrast before and after applying magnetic
fields can be easily identified by the naked eye, and special double diffraction peaks can be detected
with a fiber optic spectrometer, which makes it difficult to be mimicked by conventional dyes and
pigments.
Another security material based on magnetic‐responsive PCs was also reported by Hu’s group,
which was composed of uniform Fe3O4@C superparamagnetic nanoparticles in ethylene glycol (EG)
emulsion droplets distributed in a cured resin matrix [59]. This lithography produced security
pattern could realize a large color contrast when applying or removing a magnetic field, where the
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reason for the color change was the same as above. This pattern had a 1D chain‐like structure and
can be used as an anti‐counterfeiting watermark on banknotes because of its flexibility, translucency,
and ultra‐thinness.

Figure 2. Visible magnetic‐responsive Photonic crystals (PC) patterns for anti‐counterfeiting based on
the transition from disorder to order. (a) Schematic illustrations for fabricating anti‐counterfeiting PC
patterns. (b) Magnetic‐responsive PC patterns containing uniform nanoparticles with one or two
sizes had one or two photonic band gaps (PBGs), respectively, but displayed single colors. (c) The
large color contrast of PC patterns appeared when applying the external magnetic field. Reused with
permission from Reference [23], Copyright 2012, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

3.2.2. Visible Magnetic‐Responsive PC Security Patterns Based on Their Photonic Bandgap and
Birefringence Properties
In previous reports, magnetic‐responsive PC security patterns always had 1D chain‐like
structures composed of spherical silica particles, which is because this type of PC had a lower
volume fraction of superparamagnetic nanoparticles, so that they could easily realize instantaneous
switching between ordered and completely disordered states [60].
Recently, Li and coworkers reported an anti‐counterfeiting device based on a 3D colloidal PC
structure self‐assembled from uniform Fe3O4@SiO2 nanorods in concentrated suspension [61].
Differently from the previously reported magnetic‐responsive PC with 1D chain‐like structures,
these Fe3O4@SiO2 nanorods could also form an ordered polycrystalline structure without an external
magnetic field because the particle content was over the critical concentration in the suspension.
Therefore, it showed a structural color instead of a uniform brown color even in the absence of a
magnetic field. When applying a vertical magnetic field, the nanorods self‐assembled into a 3D
monoclinic crystal structure instead of a polycrystalline structure and showed a uniform structural
color. In addition to the distinct structural color, the PC also had other important optical properties,
namely, the optical birefringence property produced by the shape anisotropy of the nanorods. The
anti‐counterfeiting device based on a unique structural color and the birefringence property was
prepared by sandwiching this colloidal PC containing spontaneously arranged nanorods between
two cross polarizers. When the device was exposed to daylight or other external light sources, it
worked in reflection mode and showed its bright structural color. The structural color of the device
can be easily changed when applying a magnetic field or rotating the magnet (Figure 3a). Moreover,
controlling the field distribution can realize the display of different patterns on the device due to the
large color contrast between two regions with and without an external magnetic field (Figure 3b). In
addition to reflection mode, it can also work in transmission mode when it is under the illumination
of the backlight. In this mode, the device can achieve a transition between dark and bright states by
changing the direction of the magnetic field in the horizontal plane (Figure 3c). Moreover, the device
shows different patterns when applying different shaped magnets, which is caused by the large
brightness contrast between two regions under magnetic fields with different directions (Figure 3d).
These rapid and reversible transitions, including color states, light and dark states, and pattern
shapes, can be easily recognized by the naked eye, thereby making it a higher‐level security material
compared to anti‐fake materials based on the transition in color states [61].
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Figure 3. Magnetic‐responsive PC patterns based on their photonic band‐gap and birefringence
properties for anti‐counterfeiting. (a) Digital photos showing that the structural color of the
anti‐counterfeiting device based on magnetic‐responsive PC strongly depends on the magnetic field
and the direction of the magnetic field. (b) Digital photos of the anti‐counterfeiting device showing
different patterns under different non‐uniform magnetic fields. (c) The transition between dark and
bright states through changing the direction of the magnetic field in the horizontal plane. (d) The
device showing different patterns when applying a different non‐uniform magnetic field. Reused
with permission from Reference [61], Copyright 2019, Wiley‐VCH.

3.3. Visible Thermoresponsive PC Security Patterns Based on the Change in Lattice Spacing
Poly(N‐isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM) is a temperature‐sensitive polymer that has a low
volume phase transition temperature of about 32 ℃. When the temperature increases, the PNIPAM
gel will shrink, so that integrating a temperature‐sensitive PNIPAM gel into PC systems is a good
strategy to prepare thermoresponsive PCs. For example, Asher et al. [62] successfully fabricated a
thermoresponsive PC material [62] by embedding the colloidal PC structure into a
temperature‐sensitive PNIPAM gel matrix [41], where the diffraction wavelength of this
thermoresponsive PC can be tuned between 704 and 460 nm when the temperature was switched
between 10 and 35 ℃ [62]. In addition to the composite PC structure, an ordered porous PNIPAM
gel with an I‐opal structure can also achieve a sharp and reversible response to temperature by
removing the colloidal PC framework, which has been reported by Takeoka and Watanabe et al.
[63,64].
Based on the thermoresponsive PC material, Zhao’s group developed a near‐infrared (NIR)
light‐responsive striped hydrogel fiber with an I‐opal structure for anti‐counterfeiting, which was
composed of thermoresponsive PNIPAM and NIR light‐sensitive reduced graphene oxide (rGO)
[65]. The stripe‐patterned PNIPAM/rGO fiber can be obtained by firstly fabricating the
stripe‐patterned colloidal PC on the inner surface of a capillary tube, then permeating hydrogel
solutions consisting of NIPAM monomers, cross‐linkers, initiators, and graphene oxide into the
interstices of a striped colloidal PC and completely solidifying the solution mixtures, and finally
etching the silica colloidal PC arrays and the glass capillary by HF solution (Figure 4a). It is also
worth mentioning that the formation of a stripe‐patterned colloidal PC instead of a homogeneous
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colloidal PC is caused by a lower colloid concentration of the suspension. Moreover, the width,
spacing, and color of the striped pattern can be precisely controlled by adjusting the concentration of
suspension and the self‐assembly parameters. In the PNIPAM/rGO composite fiber, rGO had strong
infrared absorption properties, high photothermal conversion efficiency, and high thermal
conductivity, so that PNIPAM absorbed heat and displayed shrinking behavior when exposed to
NIR light, leading to the change in lattice spacing and reflected color. Because the NIR light was only
irradiated from one side of the fiber and irradiation was concentrated in the middle of the sample,
the fiber showed inconsistent shrinking behavior (Figure 4b), resulting in an uneven change in lattice
spacing. This further led to different degrees of bending behavior and different blue‐shift values in
different stripes of the fiber (Figure 4c), which can be easily observed by the naked eye. These
properties have not been reported by previous materials with tunable structural colors, thereby
making the material ideal for use in anti‐counterfeit barcodes.

Figure 4. Thermo‐responsive PC patterns based on the change in lattice spacing for
anti‐counterfeiting. (a) Formation of a near‐infrared (NIR) light‐responsive striped Poly(N‐isopropyl
acrylamide)/ reduced graphene oxide (PNIPAM/rGO) fiber with I‐opal structure. (b) PNIPAM/rGO
fiber bending toward the direction of light. (c) A group of digital photos showing that the fiber has a
varying colored striped pattern at different bending angles. Reused with permission from Reference
[65], Copyright 2017, Wiley‐VCH.

3.4. Visible Vapor Responsive PC Security Patterns Based on the Change in Refractive Index
In addition to introducing responsive materials or changing the incident angle of the light
source, changing the effective refractive index is also a common way to tune the structural colors in
PC systems, where the change of refractive index can be achieved through infiltrating chemical
vapors and solvents into the porous PC structures.
Bai and coworkers reported a security pattern based on vapor‐responsive PCs, where the PCs
were formed by self‐assembly of mesoporous silica nanoparticles composed of SiO2 solid cores and
mesoporous shells [39]. The vapor‐responsive PCs possessed special hierarchical porous structures
so that the vapor could be adsorbed on the structures, leading to the increase of the mean refractive
index and change of structural color. It is worth mentioning that the mean refractive index of the
mesoporous PC depends on the respective refractive index and volume rate of the SiO2 solid core,
SiO2 in the shells, mesopores in the shells, and the void spaces between the order colloidal arrays. In
fact, when the PC was exposed to different vapor conditions, only the refractive index of the
mesopores changed, and the refractive index of the void spaces remained the same. Therefore, when
PCs are composed of solid silica particles, they can hardly change their colors because of no response
to vapor. Furthermore, the color response ranges of the vapor‐responsive PCs can be adjusted
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through controlling the core and shell thicknesses. This security pattern was created by integrating
three types of PCs with different vapor‐responsive capacities into a whole via an inkjet‐printing
method. As shown in Figure 5, the anti‐counterfeiting tree pattern was composed of tree trunks, tree
leaves and fruit, respectively formed by self‐assembly of solid silica particles, and mesoporous silica
particles with different core and shell thicknesses, where the trunk, leaf, and fruit images were
composed of PCs with very close structures but different responses to vapor. Therefore, the tree
pattern showed a uniform green color under an N2 atmosphere, while in ethanol (EtOH) vapor, the
tree trunk still displayed the green color, and the tree leaves and fruit turned a yellow and red color,
respectively. This multicolored pattern can be easily revealed by non‐toxic ethanol vapor and
recognized by the naked eye, so is favorable for anti‐counterfeiting.

Figure 5. The structural color of the inkjet‐printed tree pattern under N2 and saturated EtOH
atmospheres, where a pattern composed of tree trunks, tree leaves and fruit, respectively, is formed
by self‐assembly of solid silica particles, and mesoporous silica particles with different core and shell
thicknesses. Reused with permission from Reference [39], Copyright 2014, American Chemical
Society.

4. Invisible Colloidal PC Prints for Anti‐Counterfeiting
The invisible photonic print consists of the pattern that was hidden under normal
circumstances but revealed under a specific stimulus (e.g., chemical or mechanical stimulus, and
electrical or magnetic field stimulus). That transition between invisible state and visible state is
instantaneous, reversible and easily recognizable to the naked eye, which makes it well‐suited for an
anti‐counterfeiting device. To build invisible photonic prints, two kinds of PCs with the same color
but different response capability to external stimuli need to be integrated into a print, where the
integration strategies include selective immobilization, cross‐linking and modification of prints, and
selective modification of substrates and self‐assembly of nanoparticles with different sizes. A good
invisible photonic print for anti‐counterfeiting is usually characterized by a simple and nontoxic
identification method, good reversibility, fast decryption speed, good stability, and durability.
4.1. Invisible colloidal PC patterns shown by chemical stimulus
4.1.1. Invisible Colloidal PC Patterns Shown by Water Fabricated by Selective Modification or
Selective Cross‐Linking
Invisible colloidal PC patterns shown by water have been fabricated by selectively cross‐linking
or modifying the water‐responsive PC films, where the classic system of water‐responsive PCs was
constructed by introducing the water‐swellable polymers into periodic colloidal PC structures.
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For example, Ge’s group reported an invisible photonic print displayed by soaking in water,
which was prepared by permeating NaOH solution or 3‐aminopropyl‐trimethoxysilane (APS)
solution into the unshielded region (background region) on a pre‐made PC film composed of a
chain‐like colloidal PC structure embedded in a polymer matrix [52], where the pre‐made PC film
was composed of Fe3O4@SiO2 colloids and the polymer matrix formed by the cross‐link of three
monomers (poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate, poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate, and
3‐trimethoxysilyl‐propyl‐methacrylate). The NaOH or APS solution can further cross‐link the
polymer matrix in the background region, which makes the background region display higher levels
of cross‐linking than the pattern region protected by the mask. The cross‐linking process rarely
changed the structure of the PC, so that pattern and background regions have a low diffraction
wavelength contrast, resulting in the hiding of the photonic print. Because a different cross‐linking
degree leads to a different swelling speed of the pattern and background, the pattern will be easily
shown by soaking in water (Figure 6a). The print has good reversibility but slower decryption speed
(about several minutes).
Based on similar design strategies, this group further fabricated an invisible colloidal PC
pattern shown by water with a fast display speed [49]. In this case, the invisible print can be obtained
by filling fluoroalkylsilane vapor into the unshielded background region on the hydrophilic PC film,
where the PC consisted of a SiO2 colloidal crystal framework embedded into a poly(ethylene glycol)
methacrylate (PEGMA) matrix, and the refractive indices of the two components were 1.45 and 1.46,
respectively. This process of selective modification made the unshielded background region
hydrophobic, while the shielded pattern region remained hydrophilic. Generally, the pattern was
invisible under normal circumstances because the modification process hardly changed the lattice
constant. When it was soaked in water, the pattern could appear within 10 s (Figure 6b). Its
decryption speed was much faster than the former invisible photonic print shown by water, because
the uncross‐linked characteristic gave it superior swelling ability. The pattern could achieve
reversible transformation between visible and invisible states by soaking in water or evaporating the
water.

Figure 6. Invisible colloidal PC patterns shown by water. (a) The invisible prints prepared by
selective cross‐linking method revealed by soaking in water for 5 min. Reused with permission from
Reference [52], Copyright 2012, The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) The invisible print prepared by
selective hydrophobic modification revealed by soaking in water within 10 s. Reused with
permission from Reference [49], Copyright 2015, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

4.1.2. Invisible Colloidal PC Patterns Shown by Vapor
In addition to the introduction of responsive materials into the PC pattern, changing the
refractive index in the pattern region by infiltrating chemicals, such as vapors or solvents, is another
effective method to tune the structural color. Zhong et al. [66] reported the synthesis of invisible
prints through the hydrophilic/hydrophobic modification of hollow SiO2 colloidal PC (HSCPC) film
(Figure 7a). The HSPC film was composed of hollow SiO2 nanoparticles and voids, where
nanoparticles were arranged into a non‐packed FCC structure (Figure 7b). When the water vapor
was filled into the voids between hollow particles, the reflection wavelength of the HSCPC film had
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a red‐shift due to the increase of average reflective index caused by the exchange of water vapor,
with a high reflective index (1.34), and air, with a low reflective index (1.0) in the voids. This effect
can be well explained by Bragg–Snell’s law, as expressed in Equation [4] mentioned in Section 2.
After the HSCPC film underwent selective hydrophilic (oxygen plasma etching) and hydrophobic
(octadecyltrichlorosilane treating) modification, the hydrophilic pattern was invisible under normal
conditions (Figure 7c), which is because the surface hydrophobization/hydrophilization neither
changed the reflective index nor the PC structure between the pattern and the background region.
The invisible “KUL” pattern can be revealed by water vapor flow, because the water vapor only
diffuses into the hydrophilic pattern region, leading to an increase of the reflective index and a
change of the structural color from blue to green (Figure 7d–f). In contrast, the structural color of the
hydrophobic background cannot change, which makes a color contrast with the hydrophilic region.
Thereby, an obvious pattern can be easily observed by the naked eye. The print can be reversibly
shown and hidden by water vapor flow and evaporation. In addition, the print shows an ultrafast
display speed (≈100 ms), multiple reversible cycles (at least 200 cycles) and good hiding effect (Δλ0 =
0), which favor its application in identification marking, encoding, and anti‐counterfeiting.

Figure 7. Invisible colloidal PC patterns shown by vapor. (a) Schematic illustration of the preparation
procedure of the invisible PC pattern. (b) The SEM image of hollow PC. (c) The optical image of the
invisible PC pattern under normal circumstances. (d) The pattern revealed by water vapor flow. (g)
The microscopic image of the pattern that has been revealed. (e–f) Microscopic images of the water
drop deposited on the unetched region (e) and O2 plasma‐etched regions (f) of the photonic print.
Reused with permission from Reference [66], Copyright 2018, Wiley‐VCH.
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4.2. Invisible Colloidal PC Patterns Revealed by Mechanical Stretching Fabricated by Selective Immobilization
Compared with chemical stimulus, mechanical stretching or pressing is a more straightforward
and readily available way for decryption of invisible patterns. To achieve an invisible pattern shown
by mechanical stretching, a pattern and background region on photonic prints with the same color
but different deformation capabilities should be designed.
For example, Ye and co‐workers reported this type of invisible colloidal PC print, which was
prepared by infiltrating a cross‐linking agent (PEGDA) into pre‐prepared mechanochromic PC film
and selectively cross‐linking the soaked mechanochromic PC film through selective UV irradiation
(Figure 8a), where the mechanochromic PC film was composed of the silica colloidal crystalline
array (CCA) fixed into the mixed matrix of EG and PEGMA [48]. The UV irradiation process can
hardly cause the change in lattice constant, so that the irradiated region (pattern region) unprotected
by a mask and un‐irradiated region (background region) protected by the mask show the same color,
resulting in the invisible image. The UV irradiation process can greatly improve the level of
cross‐linking in the pattern region, which gives it a higher hardness than the background region.
When the invisible print was stretched or squeezed, the soft background region had larger
deformation and color shift than the stiff pattern region, therefore revealing the pattern (Figure 8b).
It is worth mentioning that the display of invisible patterns is instant once applying the external
force and the pattern can be reversibly shown and hidden. Fast encryption speed and good
reversibility are due to good elasticity of the background region caused by a large amount of EG
solution in the mechanochromic PC system, and the elasticity of packaging material (PDMS).
However, due to the inevitable evaporation of EG solution in the system, the print will lose elasticity
over time and fail to display the pattern region, which means the invisible print has low durability.
To overcome the problem of low durability caused by the presence of solvent, Ding’s group
reported an all‐solid‐state invisible photonic print shown by deformation for anti‐counterfeiting,
which was prepared by selectively irradiating the polymer PC film (POF) composed of regularly
arranged arrays of polystyrene core, poly(methylmethacrylate) interlayer, and poly(ethyl‐acrylate)
shell (PS@PMMA@PEA) nanospheres [51]. When the POF was selectively irradiated by UV light
through the mask, the irradiated pattern region was hard due to the cross‐linking reaction of PEA,
while the un‐irradiated background region was uncross‐linked and showed good softness due to the
good elasticity of the PEA shell. The as‐prepared photonic print was invisible when the sample was
not stretched (Figure 9a) because the diffraction wavelength in the pattern region (580 nm) was close
to the background region (560 nm) (Figure 9b,c). The difference in diffraction wavelength was
caused by the change of refractive index when cross‐linking. The invisible “PhC” pattern became
progressively clearer as the strain increased. When strains changed from 0% to 12%, the reflection
wavelength of the soft background region changed from 560 to 490 nm (Figure 9b), showing good
mechanochromic capability, and its reflection wavelength reverted to 550 nm when the strain was
released. The reflection wavelength in the pattern region remained at 580 nm whether stretched or
relaxed (Figure 9d). Therefore, the print had good reversibility and repeatability (Figure 9e). In
addition, the print also showed good durability due to the absence of solvent in this system. When it
was stored in ambient conditions for 10 months, such an invisible pattern could be reversibly shown
and hidden.
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Figure 8. (a) Schematic illustration of the preparation process of the invisible colloidal PC pattern
shown by deformation. (b) Sunlight and rabbit patterns on the photonic prints hidden in a relaxed
state and shown by deformation. Reused with permission from Reference [66], Copyright 2014,
Wiley‐VCH.

Figure 9. The invisible photonic print shown by mechanical stretching. (a) Invisible photonic print
hidden in a relaxed state and shown by tensile state. Scale bar is 1 cm. (b–c) Reflection spectra in (b)
background region and (c) pattern region under a stretch–release cycle. (d) The relationship between
elongation and the reflection wavelength in the background region (red line) and the pattern region
(blue line). The black line shows the relationship between elongation and the reflection wavelength
difference. (e) Reflection wavelength change in the pattern region (blue line) and background region
(red line) in five cycles of the stretching–releasing test. Reused with permission from Reference [51],
Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.

4.3. Invisible Colloidal PC Patterns Displayed by Magnetic Field
The photonic prints as mentioned above can be hidden under normal conditions because the
pattern and background region have the same structural color derived from the ordered PC
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structure. Differently from the invisible prints shown by chemical stimulation or mechanical
stretching, photonic prints displayed by a magnetic field can achieve invisibility under normal
conditions due to the same chemical color in the pattern and background region caused by the
random arrangement of superparamagnetic particles in the solvents. The invisible prints shown by
the magnetic field can be obtained by selectively immobilizing the background region or
constructing pattern and background regions using nanoparticles with different sizes. The invisible
prints have a very fast decryption speed due to fast response speed (time <1 s) of the magnetically
responsive PCs [67].
4.3.1. Invisible Colloidal PC Patterns Displayed by Magnetic Field Fabricated by Selective
Immobilization
The key to designing an invisible colloidal PC print displayed by a magnetic field is to create
the pattern and background with the same color but different magnetochromic capabilities.
Hu’s group reported an invisible print shown by a magnetic field prepared by selectively
irradiating a certain region of the photonic paper using UV light through a mask [50]. The
magnetically responsive photonic paper was composed of EG droplets containing Fe3O4@C
super‐paramagnetic nanoparticles dispersed in the solidified PDMS matrix (Figure 10a). The
UV‐irradiation caused PDMS aging and resulted in the rupture of the PDMS network so that the EG
solvent in the unshielded region (background region) leaked out through the ruptured PDMS,
which fixed Fe3O4@C nanoparticles in the ruptured solid PDMS so that they could not respond to an
applied magnetic field. Therefore, the background region remained a brown color. In contrast, in the
unexposed region (pattern region) covered by the mask, the PDMS network was intact, so that the
nanoparticles dispersed in EG droplets were randomly arranged without a magnetic field and
arranged into an ordered 1D chain‐like structure when a magnetic field was applied. The pattern
respectively showed a brown color and a bright structural color when the magnetic field was
withdrawn and applied (Figure 10b). The same brown color in the two regions means the print was
well‐hidden in the absence of a magnetic field. When applying a magnetic field, the background
showed a brown chemical color and the pattern showed a bright green structural color, making the
print highly visible. In addition, the state transition between the invisible and the visible state was
instantaneous (responsive time usually is less than 1 s) and completely reversible, which can be
attributed to the inherent advantages of magnetically responsive PCs. However, the print may
exhibit low durability, because the properties of superparamagnetic nanoparticles in a ruptured
solid PDMS could be easily affected by the external environment. Furthermore, the UV aging
process caused the leakage of EG organic liquids, which was not environmentally friendly.
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Figure 10. Invisible print shown by a magnetic field was fabricated by selective immobilization. (a)
Schematic illustration of the preparation process of the invisible colloidal PC pattern shown by
magnetic field. (b) The pattern was invisible in the absence of a magnetic field but visible when
applying a magnetic field. Reused with permission from Reference [50], Copyright 2012, Springer
Nature.

4.3.2. Invisible Colloidal PC Patterns Displayed by Magnetic Field Fabricated by Self‐Assembly of
Nanoparticles with Different Sizes
Another strategy for fabricating the invisible photonic print was to use Fe3O4@SiO2 colloidal
nanoparticles of different sizes to construct the pattern and background. For example, Yin’s group
fabricated the print displayed by magnetic field using this strategy, where the pattern and
background region were composed of EG/PDMS mixtures containing Fe3O4@SiO2
superparamagnetic particles with a core/shell size of 110/16 nm and 110/28 nm, respectively (Figure
11a,b) [68]. When the magnetic field was absent, the pattern and background both showed a brown
color derived from the inherent color of the particles, thereby hiding the pattern. In contrast, the
blue/green contrast could be easily observed by the naked eye when applying a strong magnetic
field due to different diffraction colors of the chain‐like structures self‐assembled by particles with
different sizes (Figure 11c). This print showed good flexibility due to the flexibility of the PDMS
matrix, so it was suitable for pasting on target surfaces with various curvatures for
anti‐counterfeiting purposes. In addition, due to no leakage of EG in the preparation process, it was
environmentally friendly. The limitation of this anti‐counterfeiting print is that the pattern is not
completely invisible under normal circumstances because of a deep impression on the joint between
the pattern and background, which is caused by the letter molds with the same thickness as the
print.

Figure 11. Invisible colloidal PC pattern shown by the magnetic field fabricated by self‐assembly of
super‐paramagnetic nanoparticles with different sizes. (a) The optical microscope image shows that
EG solvent containing Fe3O4@SiO2 superparamagnetic particles was dispersed as circular droplets
into the PDMS matrix. (b) Schematic diagram of a two‐step procedure for fabricating a patterned
print shown by a magnetic field. (c) The blue/green color contrast of the prints can appear with the
application of an applied magnetic field. Reused with permission from Reference [67], Copyright
2008, Wiley‐VCH.

4.4. Invisible Colloidal PC Pattern Shown by Electric Field Fabricated by Selective Modification of Substrates
Invisible patterns can be usually obtained by selectively modifying or immobilizing a certain
portion of the responsive PC. Recently, however, Chen and co‐workers [14] created an invisible
pattern shown by an electric field, which was realized by using a selective modified substrate
obtained by taping a patterned insulating polymer onto the conductive substrate, thereby inducing
the selective deposition of charged nanoparticles only on the non‐patterned conductive region
(background region) under an electric field. The structure of the invisible patterned photonic
anti‐counterfeiting device is shown in Figure 12a, where the photonic suspension containing
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PS‐co‐G3Vi/Ag composite microspheres with high surface charge density was sandwiched between
two fluorine‐doped tin oxide (FTO) substrates and one of the FTO glasses was glued to a “maple
leaf” shaped insulated polymer film. In the absence of an electric field, the device showed a very
uniform yellow color derived from the PS‐co‐G3Vi/Ag particle, so that the pattern was invisible
(Figure 12b). Once the voltage was applied, the maple leaf‐patterned region also showed a yellow
color due to the disordered arrangement of particles, while the background region gradually
changed from yellow to green because of the formation of an ordered PC structure composed of
PS‐co‐G3Vi/Ag particles with a higher refractive index (n = 1.58) and deionized water with a lower
refractive index (n = 1.34), resulting in the display of the maple leaf pattern. When the field was
withdrawn, the pattern gradually disappeared again. Therefore, the pattern shown by the electric
field possessed good hiding and display abilities, and good reversibility. However, the brittle and
rigid nature of FTO substrates greatly limits their further application to flexible target surfaces.

Figure 12. Invisible colloidal PC pattern shown by an electric field. (a) Schematic diagram showing
the structure of an invisible patterned photonic anti‐counterfeiting device. (b) The optical images
showing that the anti‐counterfeiting device can be reversibly displayed and hidden with the
application and removal of an electric field. Reused with permission from Reference [14], Copyright
2016, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

5. Conclusion and Perspectives
In this review, recent developments of colloidal PC based anti‐counterfeiting materials
composed of variable colored PC patterns, invisible PC prints, and a few other PC security materials
have been summarized from the aspects of security strategies, design and fabrication principles, and
identification means. These anti‐counterfeiting PC materials have multiple security features, which
can achieve distinct color state transitions as viewing angles change, and can realize a reversible
transition between invisible state and visible state when removing or applying specific external
stimuli or lighting conditions. In addition, the micro‐patterned PC material can be easily obtained
through a photolithography technique or inkjet‐printing method. Thus, the anti‐counterfeiting
materials based on PCs possess almost all anti‐counterfeiting features of optical anti‐counterfeiting
techniques in existence, such as invisible watermarks, optical variable inks, laser anti‐counterfeiting
markings, and miniature printing. In addition, the structural colors of PCs originate from periodic
structures, not fluorescence or dye molecules, thereby providing them with higher stability than
variable inks. As a result, colloidal PCs provide a new avenue to develop anti‐counterfeiting
systems.
However, until now, an advanced anti‐counterfeiting material with fast decryption, good
hiding and display effects, as well as high durability, has not been realized in reality. For example,
many invisible prints fabricated by selective cross‐linking methods have good display effects when
applying a specific external stimulation because of the larger color contrast between the pattern and
the background region. However, solvents in the PC system will evaporate over time, leading to
failure in the response to the external stimuli, resulting in low durability. In addition, these prints
cannot realize true (optical) invisibility because cross‐linked and uncross‐linked regions have
different reflected wavelengths. The prints fabricated by selective hydrophilic/hydrophobic
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modification can be classified into two types according to their structure, with both having good
hiding effects because the modification process can hardly change the structure parameters of the
PC. However, one type of invisible photonic print containing a responsive polymer exhibits a slow
decryption speed (several minutes). The other type, composed of well‐ordered hollow nanoparticles,
has an ultrafast showing time (about 200 ms) but an indistinctive display effect. To develop the
performance of existing PC‐based anti‐counterfeiting materials, we need to study the surface
modification techniques of PCs or introduce a porous structure into the PC system.
Some challenges in PC‐based anti‐counterfeiting materials lie beyond the PC itself. For instance,
the invisible photonic print shown by an electric field has fast speed, and good hiding and revealing
effects, but its rigid and brittle conductive substrates limit its further application to flexible target
surfaces. Therefore, using new flexible electrodes to replace FTO, such as conductive polymer
electrodes [69], will broaden their application fields.
Based on this impressive research progress, a promising future can be expected for colloidal
PC‐based anti‐counterfeiting materials.
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